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Abstract
This study characterized the soft tissue insertion morphometrics on the tibial plateau and their inter-relationships as well as
variabilities. The outlines of the cruciate ligament and meniscal root insertions along with the medial and lateral cartilage on
20 cadaveric tibias (10 left and 10 right knees) were digitized and co-registered with corresponding CT-based 3D bone
models. Generalized Procrustes Analysis was employed in conjunction with Principal Components Analysis to first create a
geometric consensus based on tibial cartilage and then determine the means and variations of insertion morphometrics
including shape, size, location, and inter-relationship measures. Step-wise regression analysis was conducted in search of
parsimonious models relating the morphometric measures to the tibial plateau width and depth, and basic anthropometric
and gender factors. The analyses resulted in statistical morphometric representations for Procrustes-superimposed cruciate
ligament and meniscus insertions, and identified only a few moderate correlations (R2: 0.37–0.49). The study provided
evidence challenging the isometric scaling based on a single dimension frequently employed in related morphometric
studies, and data for evaluating cruciate ligament reconstruction strategies in terms of re-creating the native anatomy and
minimizing the risk of iatrogenic injury. It paved the way for future development of computer-aided personalized
orthopaedic surgery applications improving the quality of care and patient safety, and biomechanical models with a better
population or average representation.
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Introduction
Quantitative morphological studies of musculoskeletal tissue
structures generate data and knowledge that can advance basic
science as well as clinical applications. Such data and knowledge
for the knee joint can aid orthopaedic surgeons in what is referred
to as anatomical reconstruction of cruciate ligaments (ACL and
PCL). The central tenet of anatomic reconstruction is that a closer
replication of the natural anatomy can better restore the knee joint
function, and is less likely to cause impingement on or iatrogenic
injury to adjacent structures [1–5].
Anatomic reconstruction of cruciate ligaments, signified by
creating the bone tunnels and placing the substituting grafts where
the native ligaments were inserted, presents several intertwined
challenges. First, the native ACL and PCL insertions are hard to
visualize intra-operatively. Even with the aid of radiographic,
arthroscopic, or MRI imaging techniques, the best method for
determining tunnel and graft positions during cruciate ligament
reconstructions and its reliability have yet to be established [6–17].
Second, bone tunnel drilling is a destructive process in a confined
space, and is associated with risk of iatrogenic injury to adjacent
tissue structures such as cartilage and meniscal roots [18–21].
Third, there is considerable inter-person variability in morphology
such that a non-specific, ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ surgical approach
would risk of tunnel misplacement and iatrogenic injury [22].
Accurate quantitative knowledge of the morphometrics of joint
tissue structures in the knee and their relations as well as variations
is the key to engineering innovations to aid surgeons in addressing
the above challenges. Previous studies of cruciate ligament and
meniscus insertion morphology, however, fell short on generating
data or knowledge. Most quantitative findings have been reported
in two-dimensional (2D) planes (i.e., the sagittal, coronal or axial
plane) [11,15,23–29]. The morphometric approach used in these
studies is typified by statistical analysis of the linear distances,
angles, or distance ratios. Analyses of a limited set of linear
distances, ratios, or angles frequently fail to capture the complete
spatial arrangement of the anatomical landmarks on which the
measurements are based [30]. A few observational studies have
described the locations of the meniscal root attachments in relation
to bony or soft tissue landmarks [31–33], but the location
measures were not scaled or normalized by any tibial measure
to elicit potential invariant or common morphological features.
The shape variability of cruciate ligament insertions has been
documented largely by qualitative descriptions [28,29,34,35]. The
ACL tibial insertion sites were found to be triangular or oval in
most specimens in some studies [22,36], and to be more variable
than that of the femoral attachments in others [24,28,34]. The
tibial PCL insertion site was described as trapezoidal in one study
[35], but more various gross appearances were noted in other
studies [29,37]. Meniscal root morphology information was
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relatively sparse in the literature, with irregular and varied shapes
illustrated in a limited number of qualitative anatomy studies
[31,32,37].
The goal of this study was to characterize the morphometrics of
cruciate ligament and meniscal root insertions on the tibial plateau
and their inter-relationships. We digitized the outlines of cruciate
ligament and meniscal root insertions along with the medial and
lateral cartilage on 20 specimens, and co-registered the digitized
data with CT-based tibia bone models. We combined Generalized
Procrustes Analysis (GPA) and Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) to first generate a geometric consensus based on tibial
cartilage and then determine the means and variations of insertion
site shapes, sizes, locations, and their inter-relationships. We
examined the geometric morphometrics, which, unlike the conventional
morphometrics (e.g., length, width, and area), retain geometrical
features throughout the analysis, allowing shapes to be quantita-
tively expressed in a multivariate manner and morphological
differences and variabilities better visualized.
Methods
Ethics Statement
We obtained approval from University of Pittsburgh Committee
for Oversight of Research and Clinical Training Involving
Decedents (CORID) for the use of cadaveric specimens in this
study with the need for donor consent waived (Approval No. 305).
Data Acquisition
Twenty cadaveric tibias (10 left and 10 right unpaired knees; 11
from men and 9 from women; mean age at death: 6165 years)
were used in this study. All epithelial, subcutaneous, and muscular
tissues were removed from the tibias. High-resolution CT scans of
the tibias were taken with slice spacing of 0.625 mm and 3D bone
models of the tibias were created in Mimics (Materialise Inc.,
Belgium). A Polaris Spectra optical tracking system (Northern
Digital Inc., Ontario, Canada), with a manufacturer-reported
accuracy of 60.25 mm, was used to digitize the outlines of the
medial and lateral tibial cartilage, and the ACL, PCL, anterior-
medial, anterior-lateral, posterior-medial and posterior-lateral
meniscal root (AMMR, ALMR, PMMR and PLMR) insertion
sites. The same experimenter performed all the digitization under
the careful supervision of an experienced orthopaedic surgeon.
The intra-experimental repeatability was assessed by having the
experimenter digitizing the same specimen twice on two different
days. The 3D coordinates of anatomical landmarks and pseudo-
landmarks (described below) on the cartilage outlines were used to
calculate the intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), which
ranged from 0.94 to 0.99. The digitized outlines were mapped
onto the CT-based 3D tibia models with a fiducial registration
error smaller than 2% (Fig. 1) [38]. A closed spline was fitted to
each outline, resulting in 100 equidistant discrete points to
represent the outline (see Fig. 1 for an illustration of a closed
spline of an ACL insertion site outline) [39].
Coordinate System and Landmarks
A three-dimensional (3D) coordinate system was established for
each tibia model based on its digitized and mapped cartilage
outlines. The origin of the coordinate system was first defined to be
the midpoint of the medial and lateral cartilage centroids. A
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was then performed on the
equidistant discrete points representing the cartilage outlines (200
points in total). The X-axis was the first principal component axis
passing the origin and pointing laterally. The Y-axis was
orthogonal to the X-axis, passing the origin and pointing
anteriorly (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). To make the Z-axis always point
Figure 1. The digitized cartilage and insertion site outlines mapped onto the CT-based 3D tibia model. The digitized points (asterisks)
were spline-fitted, generating 100 equidistant points (circles on the close-up view of ACL insertion outline) on the fitted outlines to facilitate the
subsequent analyses. The coordinate system shown was defined based on Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the cartilage outline points.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.g001
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Figure 2. The effect of Procrustes Superimposition illustrated by one pair of tibias. One cartilage configuration served as the base (thick)
and another as the target (thin). Six tissue structure insertions in various views before (left column) and after (right column) superimposition are
shown as well.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.g002
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proximally, the coordinate system was a right-handed system for
the right tibia and a left-handed system for the left tibia (Fig. 2).
In order to quantitatively describe the geometry of each
insertion site contour, two types of landmarks, anatomical
landmarks and pseudo-landmarks, were defined in a consistent
manner and order so that they corresponded to each other from
specimen to specimen. For the medial/lateral tibial cartilage, the
medial/lateral tibial eminence apex (the most prominent point on
the tibial spine) was identified as the anatomical landmark where
the experimenter started and ended the digitization (black solid
circles in Fig. 2). Along the fitted cartilage outline (clockwise for the
right tibias and counterclockwise for the left tibias), nineteen
equidistant points (i.e., every 5th discrete point) were selected as
pseudo-landmarks (thin black cross marks in Fig. 2). For the
insertion site outlines (ACL, PCL, AMMR, ALMR, PMMR and
PLMR), the starting pseudo-landmark was defined as the point at
which the line connecting the insertion centroid to the origin of the
coordinate system intersected the insertion outline anteriorly in the
X–Y plane (black circles with colored filling, Fig. 2); similarly,
nineteen additional equidistant pseudo-landmarks were selected
along the insertion contours, clockwise for the right tibias and
counterclockwise for the left tibias (thin colored cross marks in
Fig. 2).
Generalized Procrustus Analysis (GPA) of Tibial Cartilage
Outlines
Cartilage outlines for all 20 tibias were optimally aligned using
GPA. GPA is an iterative process of applying Procrustes
Superimposition to all possible pairs of configurations–a configu-
ration here refers to a set of cartilage outline landmark coordinates
in a pre-defined order. For each cartilage configuration pair, one
configuration served as the base and the other as the target.
Procrustes Superimposition matches the target configuration onto
the base, centering, rotating and uniformly scaling the target
configuration to minimize the shape difference (Fig. 2). The shape
difference is quantified by the Procrustes Distance (PD) between
the base and the superimposed target [40], a dimensionless












where ‘‘n’’ is the number of landmarks of the configuration (n= 40
for each tibial cartilage configuration); centroid size is a measure of
size independent of shape (i.e., centroid size can change without











For multiple configurations as in the current study, GPA identified
the reference or overall base configuration as one with the smallest
overall PD to all others (i.e., the 19 remaining tibial cartilage
configurations). The 19 remaining configurations were then
Procrustes-superimposed onto this selected reference and their
insertion sites transformed accordingly by the same translation,
rotation, and scaling rules. The advantage of such a superimpo-
sition is that it does not cause any shape distortion. The mean or
the most representative tibial cartilage shape could then be created
by connecting the average locations of corresponding landmarks
(those of the same index) on superimposed cartilage outlines. The
reader is referred to [40,41] for a comprehensive treatment of
GPA.
Shape, Size, Location, and Inter-relationship
The shape variability of cruciate ligament and meniscal root
insertion sites was evaluated by individual GPA’s on the already
Procrustes-superimposed (based on the cartilage) insertion out-
lines. The mean shape for each insertion site was created by
connecting twenty average locations of the corresponding land-
marks.
The 2D areas of the insertion sites were calculated as the
projected areas of the outlines on the X–Y plane. The coordinates
of the insertion site centroids were expressed in the 3D coordinate
system established on each tibia. The distances between the
centroids of two adjacent insertion sites were calculated in 3D
space as well as in the X–Y plane and the Z direction. The closest
distances between two adjacent insertion boundaries were
calculated in 3D as well. These distances defined the geometric
inter-relationships between the insertion sites.
Statistical Tests and Regression Models
To examine the effects of GPA on tibal cartilage shape and size,
insertion site shape, size, and inter-relationship, paired Student’s t-
tests were performed on the following morphometric measures
before and after GPA: (1) the PDs of individual tibial cartilage
configurations to the ‘‘average’’ configuration; (2) the 2D (in X–Y
Table 1. The 2D (X–Y Plane) areas of tibial cartilage and insertion site outlines.
Before GPA After GPA
Mean ± SD (mm2) CV (%) Mean ± SD (mm2) CV (%)
Medial Cartilage 1210.86133.7 11 1221.96102.8 8
Lateral Cartilage 1060.66166.5 16 1063.7660.9 6
PCL 79.9618.9 24 80.2615.8 20
ACL 115.0640.5 35 114.9632.1 28
PLMR 49.6625.0 50 49.4622.7 46
PMMR 30.8612.7 41 30.5611.2 37
ALMR 31.2615.4 49 31.3614.3 45
AMMR 35.8619.6 55 37.0622.6 61
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.t001
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Figure 3. The outlines of tibial cartilage and six insertion sites before and after cartilage-based GPA. The number of tibia samples is 20.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.g003
Table 2. Inter-relations between insertion centroids measured by 2D (X–Y Plane) distance, Z position (+ distal; 2 proximal) and 3D
distance (all as Mean 6 SD in mm).
Before GPA After GPA
2D Distance Z Position 3D Distance 2D Distance Z Position 3D Distance
PCL to ACL 26.662.1 5.761.6 27.362.0 26.862.4 5.761.6 27.562.4
PCL to PLMR 11.761.6 9.061.4 14.861.8 11.861.7 9.161.5 14.961.9
PCL to PMMR 8.760.9 4.461.1 9.861.1 8.860.8 4.461.3 9.961.1
ACL to ALMR 5.761.5 22.660.9 6.361.5 5.761.3 22.660.9 6.361.3
ACL to AMMR 17.163.4 25.862.4 18.263.5 17.363.4 26.062.3 18.463.6
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.t002
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plane) areas of the tibial medial and lateral cartilage; (3) the 2D
insertion site areas; (4) the relative positions between the centroids
of two adjacent insertions; and (5) the closest 3D distances between
adjacent insertion site boundaries.
To characterize the variability of insertion site centroid location,
PCA was performed on the post-GPA centroid coordinates,
identifying the major and minor axes of greatest variability in the
data while generating 99% confidence ellipses. In addition, PCA
was applied to the equidistant landmarks on the outlines of
cartilage and insertion sites after superimposition to ascertain the
landmark position variability individually and the shape variability
collectively.
Lastly, regression analyses were conducted in search of simple
‘parsimonious’ models (with no more than 2 predictors) relating
the tibial plateau dimensions, basic anthropometrics and gender
factors to the morphometric measures. Particular attention was
paid to the morphometric measures that might be important
decision variables in cruciate ligament reconstructive surgery such
as insertion site areas and centroid locations, and distances
between insertion centroids. The intent for this series of analyses
was two-fold: (1) to explore how well the morphometrics of soft
tissue insertions inside the knee joint are correlated with variables
that are practically more measurable (i.e., bony dimensions
measured by clinical X-ray, anthropometrics); (2) to assess the
uncertainty associated with utilizing these relations in tools or
systems for aiding surgeons in identification of the insertion sites
[42].
Results
The Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) of the tibial
cartilage (Fig. 3) significantly (p,0.001) reduced the Procrustes
Distances (PDs) from individual cartilage shapes to the average
shape: the mean (6 SD) was 0.017 (60.006) prior to the GPA and
0.010 (60.005) after. The 2D medial and lateral cartilage areas
had minimal changes in the means, whereas their standard
deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV) values decreased
substantially (Table 1), reflecting a size-uniformity effect of the
scaling involved in GPA.
The Procrustes superimposition based on the cartilage had a
much lower size-uniformity effect on the insertion site areas: the
2D insertion site areas had much greater inherent variations but
much smaller variation reductions due to GPA as compared to the
cartilage areas (Table 1). The superimposition did not have any
marked effect on the distances between insertion site centroids, nor
on the closest distances between the boundaries of adjacent
insertion sites: the average before-and-after differences were
0.1 mm (see Table 2) and 0.05 mm (see Table 3), respectively.
The Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the insertion
centroid location variability on the Procrustes-superimposed tibial
plateaus resulted in 99% confidence ellipses quantifying the
variability (Fig. 4). The major and minor axis lengths of the ellipses
were 13.8 mm and 11.5 mm for ACL, 9.6 mm and 9.1 mm for
PCL, 19.8 mm and 10.7 mm for AMMR, 11.8 mm and 6.1 mm
for ALMR, 11.8 mm and 9.9 mm for PMMR, and 11.6 mm and
9.1 mm for PLMR. The PCA of equidistant landmarks on the
contours of cartilage and insertion sites (on each) generated 99%
confidence ellipses centered on the landmarks and thus quantified
the variability of landmark locations individually and the
variability of contour shape collectively (Fig. 4). Overall, the tibial
cartilage contour shape varied more towards the anterior-posterior
centerline. The shape variability of the insertion sites, especially of
the meniscus roots, was much greater than that of the cartilage, as
reflected by the relative sizes between the 99% confidence ellipses
and the average shapes.
No strong correlation (R2.0.50) was found between the
insertion site morphometric measures and the tibial plateau
dimensions. The average greatest R2 achievable by linear models
was 0.2160.14 with one predictor and 0.3060.14 with two
predictors. A number of parsimonious models with no more than 2
predictors achieving moderate levels of R2 (.0.37) are listed as
follows:
(1) PMMR area =2109+2.83*medial tibial depth (R2 = 0.49);
(2) ACL area =2157+6.49*lateral tibial depth (R2 = 0.37);
(3) ACL-to-ALMR centroid distance =26.64+0.028*weight +
0.252*lateral tibial depth (R2 = 0.42);
(4) PCL-to-PMMR centroid distance = 11.3–0.0566*lateral tibial
depth –1.31*gender (R2 = 0.39; Male = 0; Female = 1);
(5) ACL centroid X-coordinate = 16.9 2 0.0876*weight 2
0.267*lateral tibial depth (R2 = 0.49);
where the units are mm2, mm, and kg for area, distance/
coordinate/depth, and weight, respectively.
Discussion
This study was a systematic effort to quantitatively and
statistically characterize the morphometrics–the shape, size,
location, and inter-relationship–of soft tissue insertions on the
tibial plateau. The primary clinical motivation was anatomical
reconstruction of cruciate ligaments (ACL and PCL) with the dual
goals of re-creating the native anatomy and minimizing the risk of
iatrogenic injury to adjacent tissue structures. The notion of using
morphometric information to aid in personalized surgical design
and planning is nevertheless general, and so are many aspects of
the presented data acquisition and analysis methodology.
Central to our methodology was the Generalized Procrustes
Analysis (GPA), which has been employed in fields such as
anthropology and zoology [30,43,44], but has not previously been
applied to morphological studies of musculoskeletal soft tissue
structures. In the current study, the GPA played two critical roles.
First, the cartilage-based GPA provided a common geometric base
across the specimens, effectively serving as a 3D geometric
Table 3. The 3D closest distances between boundaries of adjacent insertion sites (all as Mean 6 SD in mm).
Before GPA After GPA
PCL to PLMR 4.062.6 4.162.7
PCL to PMMR 1.161.0 1.160.9
ACL to ALMR 0.460.5 0.460.5
ACL to AMMR 6.463.7 6.563.8
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.t003
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Figure 4. Statistical representations of tibial cartilage, cruciate ligament and meniscus insertion location and shape variability. The
thick outlines are the mean or ‘‘most representative’’ shapes (the black thick outlines for tibial cartilage and the colored thick lines in the upper and
lower subplots for six insertion sites); the color ellipses are 99% confidence ellipses for the insertion centroid locations resulting from PCA; the thin
ellipses centered at the equidistant landmarks (20 on each outline) quantify the landmark position variability individually and the shape variability
collectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0096515.g004
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normalization procedure. In conventional morphometric studies,
insertion site locations are expressed as percentages of the tibial
plateau depth or width or similar representation and the
normalization is therefore based on a single dimension
[11,15,27,28]. An underlying assumption for single-dimension-
based normalization is that the involved morphometric measures
adhere to isometric rather than allometric scaling [45]. However,
these measures cannot be scaled isometrically–isometric scaling
would have resulted in an equitable size-uniformity effect by the
GPA between tibial cartilage and insertion sites, which was not
observed in the present study (see the CV values in Table 1).
Second, the GPA unveiled the true shape variability of the tibial
cartilage, not confounded by the size and orientation variability.
This quantitative new knowledge of tibial cartilage shape
variability may have clinical implications on cartilage repair and
tissue engineering, and the design of next-generation tibial
components for total knee arthroplasty (TKA).
The average data or representations including average insertion
locations, sizes, and shapes, average distances between structures
may provide direct, ‘‘rule-of-thumb’’ guidance to orthopaedic
surgeons. For instance, surgeons should be made aware of the
average clearance–the distance from the ACL or PCL insertion
site to the nearest meniscus root (0.4 mm and 1 mm to ALMR
and PMMR, respectively; see Table 3). Knowing the average
clearance or ‘margin for error’ helps contain the risk of damaging
the meniscus roots during an ACL or PCL surgery. Further, our
data also suggested that tibial tissue insertion site morphometrics
in general and ACL and PCL insertion locations in specific are not
highly predictable by tibial dimension measures. There is
substantial inter-subject variability–which translates into the
uncertainty associated with using average data in a ‘‘one-size-
fits-all’’ tunnel placement strategy for reconstructive surgery. The
variability information as documented and visualized (as in Fig. 4)
in the current study is valuable in that it provides surgeons some
sense about the magnitude of uncertainty in managing the
potential error or risk during a surgery.
A more advanced and sophisticated way to utilize the
morphometric data and knowledge is through computer-aided
personalized orthopaedic surgery (CAPOS) applications. Such
applications can include pre-operative surgical planning and intra-
operative surgical navigation, both based on a patient-specific
‘virtual’ model of the knee. The morphometric representations by
the model, depending on the input data, may have different levels
of patient-specificity. At one extreme is the scenario with no
patient-specific input data, where essentially a population model as
illustrated in Fig. 4 is available and would incur the greatest
uncertainty. As more patient-specific information is added–from
simple dimensions measured by X-ray to a full 3D model
reconstructed from MRI, the morphometric uncertainty decreases
while the specificity increases. Of note is that even a high-fidelity
3D model obtained from MRI is still associated with uncertainty
due to measurement inaccuracy. Algorithms are needed assist in
tunnel placement decision-making by calculating the ‘‘non-
anatomical-ness’’ defined as the deviation from native insertion
and the risk as the probability of damaging adjacent tissue
structures.
In addition to aforementioned direct clinical applications,
statistical morphometric data also contribute to building better
musculoskeletal biomechanical models including multi-body dy-
namic models and finite element models to address clinical
questions. Most prior knee models employed the subject-specific
geometry of bone and soft tissues from imaging data (e.g., CT
and/or MRI) [46–48]. It can however be challenging to obtain
accurate shape and location information for the ligament insertion
sites and meniscal root attachments from MRI: specific MRI
sequences and configurations may be required for different tissue
structures [6,37,49]. A few modeling studies had to rely on
digitization systems to acquire the data in vitro [49,50]. Statistical
morphometric data as acquired in the current study can facilitate
establishing a rigorous population or ‘‘average’’ representation
when measurement means are unavailable or impractical.
Furthermore, through computer modeling and simulations, a
sensitivity study incorporating statistical data with mean and
variability information can be implemented to investigate how
morphometric variations affect the mechanical behavior or
responses (e.g., tibiofemoral contact pressure).
We recognize that the tibia sample in our study was limited in
number and range of variation–the size variation as reflected by
the scaling factors in the Procrustes analysis ranged from 0.89 to
1.16 (mean value: 1.0160.07). While the primary purpose of this
study was to establish and demonstrate the methodology, a more
robust and diverse sample could potentially strengthen the
statistical descriptions of and correlations between morphometric
measures, and allow exploration of additional effects such as
gender and age.
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